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There is a fundamental mismatch between the way we organise our senior
management teams and the way modern commerce has evolved. Wrapping finesse,
technology, rules, bureaucracy, and “science” around our C-Suite conventions,
designed for nineteenth-century businesses, is not nearly enough to meet the
challenges of modern business environments and practices. This book is for executives
who want to enable their C-Suite, and by extension their organizations, to survive and
thrive into the future. It will help them to foresee future challenges and provide
suggestions for new working practices at executive level to successfully adapt to those
changes. How should executive teams organize themselves, reinvent their roles, and
work with stakeholders to evolve and innovate? What is the role of the new C-grade
executive – managers, leaders, or something else? Executives and aspiring executives
will find new challenges for organizations and ways to deal with them. Forward-thinking
business students will find startling ideas and practical tools for viewing business and
its activities. What is the next evolution of the executive function in organizations? This
book explores how we can predict it, shape it, and succeed in it.
From The Center on Creative Leadership, comes an important that book helps to
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deepen the understanding of the subtle yet powerful gaps that separate successful
managers from extraordinary leaders. Filled with tools, frameworks and processes that
guide aspiring leaders (and those who mentor and support them) to begin filling those
gaps. Topics covered include authenticity, credibility, emotional competence, social
intelligence, developmental relationships, growth through connection, ability to learn,
life stage development, and strengths overdone/fatal flaws. Offers wisdom from
leadership experts including Jay Conger, David Dotlich, Peter Cairo, Lisa Lahey, and
more.
Despite the impact senior managers can have on organisations, surprisingly little is
known about what makes them effective. This distinctive book is structured around the
findings of the authors' eight year research programme into senior executive
effectiveness. In all eleven Capabilities have been identified which cover how
executives cope personally with their role, how they lead and influence others and build
competitive organisations. Each Capability is used as a starting point to review the
latest management thinking and practice as it applies to senior executives.
Executive education is a billion dollar industry that has the potential to transform
individual and organizational performance, but in too many cases the decision whether
or not to lavish it upon any given manager comes down to whether the fear that they
will leave if you don’t spend money on them is greater than the fear that they will leave
if you do. Given that the future of your business, or your career, depends on developing
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your managerial talent to its fullest potential isn’t it time we took a serious look at how
do you design and deliver an executive education program that is fit for purpose?
Santiago Iñiguez is Dean of the prestigious IE Business School in Madrid – one of the
world’s leading providers of executive education. From the impact of MOOCs to the
evolution of new multi-dimensional strategic alliances between companies and a
diverse range of international education suppliers, institutions, and consultancies,
Iñiguez looks at how the future of executive education is changing to meet the needs
and wants of top managerial talent. Part of the solution, Iñiguez argues, is to balance
the technical, analysis-based “engineering” training that forms the basis of many senior
managers’ initial study, with a more rounded, integrated approach that includes
learning derived from the humanities, such as art and history. Illustrated with fascinating
examples drawn from interviews with some of the most influential figures in business
education and corporate training around the World, Iñiguez’s book delivers a unique
perspective and valuable insights on what it takes to deliver world-class corporate
training.
Discusses how readers can make persuasive presentations that inspire action, engage
the audience, and sell ideas.
Project Managers as Senior Executives maps out a model for advancement for
program and project managers and contributes new thinking on the emerging
leadership of project managers as senior executives. The research is published in two
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volumes. Volume I—Research Results, Advancement Model, and Action Proposals
presents the results and proposals from the study and Volume 2—How the Research
Was Conducted: Methodology, Detailed Findings, and Analyses contains the researchoriented materials from the study.
Maximize your chances to get promoted to the executive level As predictable career
paths have become extinct in most organizations, managers aspiring to the C-level job
are left to their own devices to determine how to advance their careers. Even in
companies committed to talent development, guidance to aspiring executives is often
vague and contradictory. This happens, executive coach John Beeson argues, because
executive promotions are made based on the decision makers' intuitive sense of
whether or not a manager can succeed at higher levels within the organization. Beeson
decodes these leadership criteria--the unwritten rules--that companies use to make
decisions about who gets promoted and who doesn't, and identifies the six core
"selection factors" that are imperative for success at the executive level Demonstrating
strategic skills Building a strong management team Managing implementation
Exhibiting the capacity for innovation and change Working across organizational
boundaries Projecting executive presence Filled with stories of managers who
successfully climbed up the executive ladder-and some who struggled-The Unwritten
Rules is an invaluable resource for aspiring executives.
The absolute, most critical success factor in knowledge management (KM) success is
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senior-level support. With a bottom-line perspective, The Executive s Role in
Knowledge Management can help senior managers cultivate a learning organization.
By detailing sensible, yet aggressive, expectations and goals for a KM initiative, this
landmark book pares down a decade of KM research to the core guiding principles and
proven practices.
EXECUTIVE TEAM EFFECTIVENESS IS THE ELEPHANT IN THE ROOM. If you
could change the way one team interacts, to make the most impact on the company,
which would you choose? The Agile team? The R&D team? The sales team? The
Executive Team has the power to maximize or destroy the work of any other team in
the company, including itself. But top executives don't consider themselves a team,
because usually they don't function as one. Executive teams tend to be the worst team
in the company, exactly where you need the best one. Chief Executive Team answers
the Why, the How and the What of effective executive teams. It will give you: Insight
into the positive and negative dynamics of your executive team. A diagnosis of where
you stand and what you can do to increase impact, influence and position as a leader.
Tips to neutralize the structural causes that ruin the effectiveness of executive groups.
A step-by-step process to improve the effectiveness of leadership teams: The 6P's of
Executive Teams(R). -A method to improve your company's financial, innovation
performance and employee engagement KPIs. A framework to take your executive
team from good to great. You need a Chief Executive Team because you can't afford
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not having one. Business as usual drains money, ideas, engagement, and creates the
wrong performance culture in the company. We have the wrong CEO job description.
Know-it-all and do-it-all are not success factors. Quite the opposite. It's time for a
transformation of leadership. Start yours.
Sigmund Freud meets Peter Drucker ... Behind the Executive Door is a revealing look
at the behavior of top business leaders—and how the next level of aspiring managers
can learn to navigate the political and personal landscape. Based on over 25 years of
psychotherapy and consulting experiences, as well as extensive empirical research,
Karol Wasylyshyn has identified a dynamic continuum of executive behaviors that are
manifested in three specific types of business leaders – Remarkable, Perilous, and
Toxic. She describes these types in accessible terms with the intertwined goals of
helping readers (1) recognize these behaviors and leadership types and (2) leverage
this information to increase their savvy and effectiveness in the workplace. In the wake
of Sarbanes-Oxley and the increased scrutiny of business executives, we have learned
that how they lead is often their undoing – or at least it is a pressing development need
and/or potential derailment factor. In short, despite financial or strategic smarts,
ineffective leadership behavior de-motivates talented employees, has adverse effects
on productivity, and jeopardizes positive business results. Conversely, we can
recognize the qualities of effective leadership behavior, which is largely a function of
emotional intelligence, the ability to tap into the needs and motivations of others and
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bring out their best performance. In Behind the Executive Door, the author provides a
wide variety of tools and exercises to help the reader identify the behavior traits of their
organizations’ leaders –and hone their own approaches to achieve positive results. In
the process, readers will also gain insights and skills to manage laterally and down, as
well as up the organizational ladder. The concepts can be applied in any type of
organization – private or public, for-profit or non-profit. The result is not only a better
understanding of organizational politics and leadership behavior, but a practical guide
to making important career decisions, such as whom to work for and how to develop
one’s own leadership style.
Updated to reflect the latest research evidence, the third edition of Effective Teamwork
provides business managers with the necessary guidance and tools to build and
maintain effective teamwork strategies. A new edition of a bestselling book on
teamwork from an acknowledged leader in the field Offers a unique integration of
rigorous research with practical guidance to develop effective leadership teams
Features new chapters on virtual teams and top management teams, plus
contemporary themes of ethics and values Utilizes research based on positive
psychology techniques
Senior Executive Assessment is a concise and practical guidethat demystifies
assessment that is conducted at thesenior-executive level. Defines Senior Executive
Assessment, describes its benefits,and explains how it differs from assessment at lower
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levels Discusses how significant shifts in markets and business modelscan require a
change in the characteristics needed in seniorexecutives Provides a practical model
with suggestions for assessingsenior executives Offers guidelines for determining what
assessment methods touse in an organization Examines practical considerations in
how to chooseprofessionals to conduct senior executive assessment
In this volume, research on the skills, knowledge, abilities and other characteristics that
define effectiveness of senior executives is examined. This integrated framework can
be used to develop ways of assessing, selecting, training, developing and coaching
executives.
An organisation's fate hinges on its CEO—right? Not according to the authors of Senior
Leadership Teams. They argue that in today's world of neck-snapping change,
demands on leaders in top roles are rapidly outdistancing the capabilities of any one
person - no matter how talented. Result? Chief executives are turning to their
enterprise's senior leaders for help. Yet many CEOs stumble when creatinga leadership
team. One major challenge is that senior executives often focus more on their individual
roles than on the top team's shared work. Without the CEO's careful attention to setting
the team up correctly, these high-powered managers often have difficulty pulling
together to move their organisation forward. Sometimes they don't even agree about
what constitutes the right path forward.The authors explain how to determine whether
your organisation needs a senior leadership team. Then, drawing on their study of 100+
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top teams from around the world, they explain how to create a clear and compelling
purpose for your team, get the right people on it, provide structure and support, and
sharpen team members' competencies - and your own. Timely and practical, this book
enables you to create and sustain a leadership team whose members learn from one
another while collaborating to pursue your company's objectives.
There are many techniques and a variety of tools available to improve or change an
organization, but how do executives and senior management decide which are right for
their organizations? The Executive Guide to Improvement and Change is designed to
help managers and executives understand the many different approaches to
organizational change and improvement. the book explains that there is not one
technique that works best for any organization, but rather that the managers and
executives need to develop their own strategies with a blending of different methods.
the authors share the tools and techniques that they have used to successfully make
changes and improvements in their own organizations, which include examples from
manufacturing, healthcare, service, government, telecommunications, education, and
more. The Executive Guide to Improvement and Change covers a variety of techniques
ranging from auditing to teamwork, Six Sigma to Customer Satisfaction, and more. the
book will assist executives and managers lead improvement and change initiatives
within the organization and the larger business community, as well as educate those
who aspire to senior positions of leadership. Preview a sample chapter from this book
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along with the full table of contents by clicking here. You will need Adobe Acrobat to
view this pdf file.
Senior executives, however, sometimes require a richer feedback experience — one
which might also include one or more of the following: detailed verbatim descriptions of
performance, observations from family members and friends, psychometric measures
of personality and motivation, and data on early history, plus an extended coaching
relationship with a professional in leadership development. With this added scope and
power, however, comes increased risk, which makes it essential that additional
precautions be taken. In this report, the authors offer guidelines for how enhanced
feedback can be provided safely and effectively.
Learn how to get sober—and stay that way Getting and staying sober provides a special
set of challenges for professional people—physicians, lawyers, corporate CEOs,
accountants, and others—who drive themselves to achieve and succeed in highpressure surroundings. Managing Your Recovery from Addiction applies business
approaches and ideas to the process of planning, implementing, and carrying out
programs that really work for professionals in their first year of recovery. This unique
self-help book provides guidance to impaired executives and professionals seeking
recovery through inpatient and outpatient care, setting strategies for managing conflict,
dealing with changing emotions and moods, and developing a solid spiritual program.
Managing Your Recovery from Addiction helps professionals develop both short- and
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long-term programs for dealing with the challenges of maintaining sobriety. The book is
based on the authors’ extensive experience treating impaired business personnel in a
variety of settings, including the Caron Treatment Centers and Lifeworks of London,
England, an internationally recognized addictions treatment center. Their rational,
scientific approach complements ongoing counseling and other treatment approaches
to help keep the professional’s career on track, saving the recovering individual—and
his or her employer—significant time and money due to lower productivity, arrested
organizational development, absenteeism, and other problems associated with
professional level addiction. Topics examined in Managing Your Recovery from
Addiction include: a unique view of the 12 Steps for business personnel the dynamics
of managerial addiction essential information to prevent relapse to active addiction
coping with relapse basic tasks and fundamental recovery steps setting and tracking
recovery goals recovery stages 10 tasks to recovery conflict management strategies
spiritual development addictions treatment and much more! Managing Your Recovery
from Addiction concludes with the O’Connell Dysfunctional Attitude Survey (ODAS).
This book is vital for recovering executives and professionals and is an important
resource for addictions and mental health treatment agencies that serve a professional
population. It’s equally helpful for employee assistance program (EAP) personnel who
regularly refer professionals for addictions treatment.
In this expanded 20th Anniversary Edition of the book that started a business
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revolution, a successful businessman shares his philosophy of management that puts
the concerns of the employees first and creates a company that will provide people with
lifelong livelihood. Original. 50,000 first printing.
Senior managers speak the language of strategy. Project managers use the language
of tasks and activities. These significantly different communication styles can lead to
breakdowns and setbacks at project sites that are difficult to overcome, especially for
the project manager. The key to working through this is communication--specifically
communicating up. Succeeding with Senior Management explains how the project
manager can bridge the gap and engage the upper ranks. By establishing relationships
early on, understanding executives, and keeping them involved, project managers can
win the support they need--which will be especially critical when problems arise. This allinclusive communication guide that covers a wide range of industries explains how
project managers can:• Navigate the company’s political waters• Link the project to
the business• Provide options and recommendations for major decisions• Use the right
listening style• Involve the sponsor in resolving cross-functional problems• And
more!Learn how to keep senior management involved with your project, motivated to
push obstacles aside, and focused on a successful conclusion. When troubles
arise--and they will--you’ll be glad you kept them in the loop.
What Every Senior Manager and Consultant Should Know About Managing Effective IT
Departments "This book sheds light on one of the most challenging topics for corporate
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officers –how to create and manage a high-performance IT department and obtain
higher returns from technology-invested capital. The techniques and tools provided
show how senior managers can work effectively with CIOs and IT directors to produce
outstanding results. The approaches described are must-reading for non-technical
executives with a stake in IT, as Baschab and Piot have taken pains to focus on the
critical management concepts in IT without over-simplification." –Tom Bickes, President
and CEO, Employbridge "In The Executive’s Guide to Information Technology,
Baschab and Piot clearly identify the challenges inherent in many IT organizations as
seen from the front lines. Guiding the reader through the day-to-day challenges, and
developing a strategic, step-by-step plan make this guide a key part of every front-line
technology managers toolkit." –Bill Holt, Enterprise Engineering Manager, EDS Corp.
"Baschab and Piot have achieved a good balance between academic rigor and fieldtested practice regarding the effective management of corporate technology
departments. Their topical structure and process-oriented approach to each topic are
directed at improving execution and high-stakes IT decisions such as vendor selection,
technology standards, IT staffing, and performance measurement, while their real-world
anecdotes provide context and variety. The book is appropriate for anyone interested in
harvesting the heretofore largely untapped potential of IT, including those in capstone
management of IT courses or for graduate students seeking a senior-management
viewpoint on IT." –Leon A. Kappelman, PhD, Farrington Professor of Information
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Systems Director, Information Systems Research Center, College of Business,
University of North Texas "This book is a valuable resource for management and
technology consultants who want to understand what is on the agenda of their clients,
from IT management to the executive board. The authors have vividly captured the key
elements of the non-technical aspects of managing the IT department and provide
prescriptive advice for ensuring the highest return on corporate IT investments.
Recommended for consultants of all stripes and sure to have an immediate impact on
the value consultants can deliver for their clients." –Mike Brynda, former Principal, Booz
Allen Hamilton President, The Dallas Advisory Group, management consultants
From best-selling author and expert Sue France, The Definitive Executive Assistant &
Managerial Handbook is the ultimate guide for anyone who wants to take their career
development to the next level. Placing special emphasis on personal leadership
development as well as practical skills, you will learn how to manage a small team,
climb the career ladder to gain more responsibility, negotiate effectively and confidently
manage a project. It will teach you how to recruit and induct staff, make decisions fairly
and consistently, build a productive team and environment and get noticed at work. For
ambitious Assistants who want to continually improve their skills, The Definitive
Executive & Managerial Handbook is an indispensable guide, helping you to maintain
your professional image and achieve resounding success.

Clear, actionable guidance toward managing a major leadershipchange
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Transitions at the Top is an insightful, informativeguide to navigating a change in
leadership. A smooth transition iscritical to both the health of the organization and
the success ofthe new leader, but good planning and strong strategy can
helporganizations come out fresher and more driven on the other side.This book
provides the specific principles, guidelines, and actionsthat boards, C-suite
executives, and HR leaders need to guarantee asuccessful CEO transition.
Continuity is key as one leader passesthe mantle to a successor, and this book
spans the steps and eventsthat take place from when the candidate accepts the
offer, all theway through the point where a critical mass of followers
haveaccepted him or her as the established leader. Coverage includesguidance
on who should be engaged in the process, as well asrole-specific advice for each
member of the transition managementteam. Many books have been written to
advise new incoming CEOs, butthere is little guidance available for the
organization as a whole.This book provides actionable advice on smoothing the
transitionwithout breaking stride. Maintain continuity during leadership transitions
Strengthen focus on culture, systems, and processes Engage all influential
executives in smoothing thetransition Lay a foundation to help the new leader
succeed The transition management team plays a crucial role inmaintaining the
health of the organization during a time of majorchange. Strong strategy
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becomes critical when an organization is influx, and high engagement is key.
Transitions at the Topprovides expert insight, clear guidance, and a solid plan for
asmoother transition.
This volume focuses on the most critical strategic activity in any organization,
namely, who gets chosen to sit in the top echelon of the pyramid. Friedman
argues that it is the quality of corporate leadership that will determine corporate
winners and losers in the global competitive game.The stakes in leadership
succession are high. The selection of key figures is the one human resource
activity that no one belittles for being of secondary importance. Indeed,
leadership succession is so important and central in many executive minds that it
crowds out any other work. The succession process is often fraught with political
intrigue, it lacks discipline, and excludes meaningful involvement of senior human
resource executives.The contributors to this imaginative volume reveal a
succession planning process that is frequently sloppy, superficial, and regularly
sabotaged by senior management when they give it short shrift in terms of quality
time. In addition, senior management often overrides sound decisions when it
comes to filling key positions. The result is a lack of integrity throughout the
human resource systems that eventually leads to a collapse of belief in the
system and its governance.Noel M. Tichy, a leading figure in the studies of
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human resource management, has said, ""Stewart Friedman is to be
congratulated for a successful effort in providing a state of the art look at
leadership succession. [He] provides us with an empirical database of what is
happening in U.S. corporations, helpful prescriptions for future improvement of
leadership succession, and a realistic assessment of the human resource
executive challenges in this area.
Succeeding with Senior ManagementGetting the Right Support at the Right Time
for Your ProjectAMACOM
Change Management: the people side of change is an introduction to change
management for managers and executives. Project leaders and consultants can
use this new book with their organizations and clients to introduce change
management to front-line managers and top-level executives involved in change.
Specifically, managers and executives will understand the broader perspective
around change management and understand their role in the process.Written by
Jeff Hiatt and Tim Creasey, the editors of the Change Management Learning
Center, this book takes 7 years of research with more than 1000 companies,
white papers and change management models, and combines this knowledge
into an easy-to-read guide for managing change. Multiple case studies and
examples make this book a quick-read for managers and executives that need a
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basic understanding of change management.
Mentoring is one of the fastest growing forms of management development and
the strongest growth area in mentoring is at director level. Very little is known
about the nature of these relationships and the shutters on director mentoring are
opened through a series of structured interviews with directors and their mentors.
'Mentoring Executives and Directors' is a lively, informative read including
company and individual cases across a wide spectrum of sector and company
size. It will be of considerable interest to Human Resource professionals and
academics, headhunters and management consultants as well as senior
managers, executives and directors, and their mentors. The only book on
mentoring for directors and senior executives Explains how to sustain learning in
people at the top Practical and research based
How-to guidance for defining and implementing a complex projectperformance
environment Sharing his forty-five years of project management experience,bestselling author and industry guru Robert Wysocki presents astraightforward,
enlightening, and pragmatic guide to help seniormanagers make the transition to
an organization that profits andthrives on complexity. The first book to discuss
practical projectmanagement mitigation strategies, Executive's Guide to
ProjectManagement presents easy-to-implement infrastructures andprocesses
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that will ensure the continued success of yourorganization and maximize your
investment of every project. Collects in one resource all the relevant information
forunderstanding and creating an environment for improved complexproject
performance A must-read for every member of your senior managementteam
Shows you how to regain responsibility, take action, andskillfully handle
complexity to mitigate risk and increase returnon project investments It's time for
your senior management team to take back controlof your investments in projects
and programs. Executive's Guideto Project Management shows you how to
cultivate your part ofthe organization so that it can respond to a changing
projectenvironment with the infrastructure to support the project andprogram
investment decisions.
Finally, the book that all professionals frustrated with fleeting client loyalty and
relentless price pressure have waited for -- the first in-depth, client-tested guide
to developing lasting business relationships. What separates extraordinary
professionals from ordinary ones? Why are some professionals always drawn
into their clients' inner circle of advisers, while others are employed on a one-shot
basis and treated like vendors? Based on groundbreaking research, Clients for
Life sets forth a comprehensive framework for how professionals in all fields can
develop breakthrough relationships with their clients and enjoy enduring client
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loyalty. Drawing on insights from extensive interviews with both leading CEOs
and today's most prominent client advisers, Jagdish Sheth and Andrew Sobel
debunk the conventional wisdom about professional success -- "find a specialty,
do good work" -- as hopelessly inadequate in a world where clients have
unlimited access to information and expertise. The authors replace these tired
conventions with an innovative blueprint, supported by over one hundred case
studies and examples drawn from consulting, financial services, law, technology,
and other fields, for how you can evolve from an expert for hire -- a commodity -to an extraordinary adviser. Riveting portraits of both exceptional contemporary
professionals and legendary advisers such as Aristotle, Thomas More, Niccolò
Machiavelli, and J. P. Morgan reveal how great client relationships are achieved
in practice. Readers will learn, for example, to develop selfless independence,
which tempers complete emotional, intellectual, and financial independence with
a powerful commitment to client needs; to become deep generalists and
overcome the narrow perspective caused by specialization; to systematically
build lifelong trust; and to cultivate the power of synthesis -- big-picture thinking -that is so highly valued by clients. Acclaimed by leading management thinkers,
Clients for Life clearly illustrates the most important attributes and strategies of
extraordinary client advisers and shows how you can use them to enrich your
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own relationships. It provides sophisticated professionals with the tools and
insights they need to reap the rewards of lifetime client loyalty.
Much has been written about leadership and team building, but there are still
major gaps in thinking and research about how to engage senior stakeholders in
support of an organisation's projects. The central role of stakeholders in the
successful delivery of organisational strategy is becoming increasingly
recognised, as is the importance of developing a sponsor culture to support more
collaborative practices within the organisation. Building, and managing,
relationships with senior (upwards) stakeholders is essential for success.
Advising Upwards brings together the ideas of experts in fields related to
engaging senior stakeholders, such as risk management, decision-making,
understanding cultural considerations, effective communication and other
disciplines that may enhance the sustainable engagement of senior stakeholders.
The starting point is an examination of the difficulties that senior managers face
as they move through the ranks of an organisation from middle management to
executive levels. Senior managers usually move up through the organisation on
the basis of command and control management. Once in the executive ranks
they must develop a more collaborative approach and adopt the principles of
emotional intelligence (EQ) to succeed. Awareness of difficulties that senior
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stakeholders may face drives effective approaches for communication between
the team and sponsors. Case studies and stories from experts illustrate practical,
structured approaches that enable the teams to develop robust relationships with
senior stakeholders will result in teams 'being heard', and support their 'being
extraordinary' through innovative approaches to advising upwards.
In his sixty-five-year consulting career, Peter F. Drucker, widely regarded as the
father of modern management, identified eight practices that can make any
executive effective. Leadership is not about charisma or extroversion. It’s about
these practices: Effective executives ask, “What needs to be done?” They also
ask, “What is right for the enterprise?” They develop action plans. They take
responsibility for decisions. They take responsibility for communicating. They
focus on opportunities rather than problems. They run productive meetings. And
they think and say “we” rather than “I.” Since 1922, Harvard Business Review
has been a leading source of breakthrough ideas in management practice. The
Harvard Business Review Classics series now offers you the opportunity to make
these seminal pieces a part of your permanent management library. Each highly
readable volume contains a groundbreaking idea that continues to shape best
practices and inspire countless managers around the world.
The measure of the executive, Peter Drucker reminds us, is the ability to 'get the
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right things done'. Usually this involves doing what other people have overlooked,
as well as avoiding what is unproductive. He identifies five talents as essential to
effectiveness, and these can be learned; in fact, they must be learned just as
scales must be mastered by every piano student regardless of his natural gifts.
Intelligence, imagination and knowledge may all be wasted in an executive job
without the acquired habits of mind that convert these into results. One of the
talents is the management of time. Another is choosing what to contribute to the
particular organization. A third is knowing where and how to apply your strength
to best effect. Fourth is setting up the right priorities. And all of them must be
knitted together by effective decision-making. How these can be developed forms
the main body of the book. The author ranges widely through the annals of
business and government to demonstrate the distinctive skill of the executive. He
turns familiar experience upside down to see it in new perspective. The book is
full of surprises, with its fresh insights into old and seemingly trite situations.
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